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Abstract

A spoken interaction can be viewed as a collaborative process between interlocutors. In order to get a smooth exchange of information, speakers tend to adapt their utterances to their addressees. The present study investigates to what extent prosodic accentuation in Dutch may cue whether speakers adapt to each other. It is known that accents in Dutch can be used to highlight whether information is given or new to the discourse. The current study aims to find evidence for the fact that accents as markers of information status can signal successful adaptation between speakers. In particular, the study uses dialogues in which accent distributions are congruent or incongruent with respect to the given-new distinctions across speaking turns to test whether listeners' judgements about partner adaptation are affected. Results indeed show that listeners can attribute such judgements to pitch accent distributions.
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1. Introduction

Speaking partners share information in a discourse. This process is seen as collaborative in the sense that interlocutors gradually build up a common ground in the course of their interaction [1], [2]. The collaborative aspect of such discourse would appear from the fact that speakers tend to adapt their utterances to each other [3]. This has been shown, for instance, from the way speakers align lexical items. For instance, when one speaker uses the word novel to refer to a book, it is likely that a collaborative speaking partner may start using the same word later on in the interaction [4], [5]. Furthermore, speakers tend to lexically signal to each other whether information in the discourse is important or not. For instance, once entities are introduced in discourse speakers can refer to them later on using shorter descriptions such as pronouns [6]. Moreover, speakers use definite articles to refer to entities mainly when their listener shares knowledge of that entity [7]. Similarly, at the level of prosody there is evidence that speakers use analogous strategies. For example, repeated references tend to be shortened for the listener [8].

The current paper focuses on the extent to which variation in pitch accent distribution may signal whether speaking partners adapt to each other. Indeed, especially in Germanic languages, speakers can use accentuation to signal that new information should be added to the discourse model and that given information is already part of it [9]. In that sense, accents make discourse coherent and comprehensible. This is especially clear from what has been termed contrastive intonation patterns, that typically occur when two referents are minimally distinguishable between two successive discourse contexts [10]. For example, a speaker may first refer to a blue ball and later on to a red ball. In Germanic languages such as English and Dutch, red in the second utterance will generally be accented and ball will be de-accented [11]. The accented member of a contrast set will generally be uttered with a higher pitch compared to the de-accented member.

Various kinds of perception studies have shown that accent patterns are relevant for listeners as well. For example, Terken and Nooteboom [12] show that inappropriately accented information results in longer comprehension times. Nooteboom and Kruyt [13] reported that listeners appreciate sequences of utterances better when accent distributions matched given-new distinctions. In a study by Dahan et al. [14] listeners are instructed to find the right referent among competitors. They show that contrastive intonation facilitates referent recognition in early stages of language comprehension. Further, Fraundorf et al. [15] find that listeners update the information status of both members of a contrast set (i.e. red and ball) when pronounced with a contrastive intonation. That is, listeners try to map the accented member to a new discourse entity and the unaccented member to a context inferable entity. Moreover, listeners accommodate for the lack of context when a contrastively accented utterance is presented in isolation [16]. That is, words that can be associated with the contrast set (i.e. yellow and sport) are recognized faster when a contrastive intonation is present than when it is absent.

The studies just mentioned indicate that listeners appear to be very sensitive to variations in accent distributions. In particular, they show that listeners appear to associate accents with specific contrast relations. Given the strong association between accents and information structure in Dutch, one could predict that dialogues are perceived as being more coherent if accents reflect given-new distinctions across speaking turns. That is, if a speaker signals by the presence or absence of accents that he or she has taken into account what a speaking partner had just said in a prior turn, this may be interpreted as evidence that this speaker has clearly paid attention to that other person’s contribution to the conversation. Conversely, a dialogue in which the accents of a speaker are not linked to information given in a partner’s previous turn, may be classified as incoherent and as an exchange in which speakers do not adapt to each other.

Thus, the present research investigates whether listeners can use contrastive intonation as a cue for the adaptation process in discourse. Therefore we create short dialogues of speakers uttering contrastively accented noun phrases (henceforth NPs). The order in which the NPs occur is manipulated such that the contrastive intonation is congruent or incongruent with respect to the previous NP produced by a different speaker. For example, blue BALL (accented word in capitals) is accentuated congruently when following after blue triangle, whereas BLUE ball is accentuated incongruently when following after blue triangle. Both congruently and incongruently accented utterances contribute to discourse equally with respect to their content. However, only congruently accented utterances can act anaphorically. That is, they implicitly show the speaker's knowledge of the previous utterance. Thus, an adaptive speaker can use accent...
distribution to show that he or she accounts for what is said in the previous turn. We hypothesize that listeners judge the adaptation process as being more successful when they hear congruently accented dialogues as compared to incongruently accented ones.

2. Method

Our study consists of two parts. First an object naming task is carried out. Utterances collected in this task are analysed acoustically and used to create short dialogues. These dialogues are presented in a perception experiment.

2.1. Data collection

To elicit utterances with a contrastive intonation a cooperative object naming task is carried out. The participants are instructed to construct a specific shape by using geometrical figures in different forms (triangle, square, parallelogram) and colours (red, blue, yellow). The order in which the geometrical figures should be put together is manipulated such that two successive figures are minimally distinguishable. For example, a blue square may be followed by a blue triangle (shape contrast) or a yellow square (colour contrast). In this way shape contrasts elicit accented nouns and colour contrasts elicit accented adjectives. Twelve participants carry out the object naming task together with an experimenter. They alternately put a geometrical figure in place. Participants are instructed to describe their act using the same matrix sentence for each description: Ik leg de blauwe driehoek hier (I put the blue triangle here). In this way the grammatical position of the NP referring to the geometrical figure is kept constant. Furthermore, each utterance ends with the word hier (here) so that boundary tones do not occur within the target NP. A computer screen shows how the target shape consists of the geometrical figures. In addition, geometrical figures are numbered according to the order in which they have to be constructed (Figure 1). In total 38 shapes are constructed such that each description of a geometrical figure occurs repeatedly in each accent condition. All utterances are recorded as wave-files using a Marantz PMD-600 solid state recorder.

Figure 1: Example shape consisting of geometrical figures.

2.2. Acoustic analysis

A total of 288 NPs are selected from the twelve speakers that are recorded during the data collection (see section 2.1) to meet the requirements of the perception experiment (see section 2.3). NPs produced by the experimenter are omitted. On the basis of auditory judgements NPs with the clearest accent on either the adjective or the noun are selected. A software program [17] is used to extract the NPs from the wave-file recordings. As a sanity check, we investigate the effect of accent on the NPs by carrying out an acoustic analysis. That is, for each NP the pitch maximum of the adjective and the noun is measured using Praat [18]. Pitch is measured in ERB [19] for two reasons. First, ERB closely resembles the perception of prominence due to accentuation. Second, its logarithmic scale abstracts largely over gender differences. A repeated measurements analysis of variance is carried out with maximum pitch as dependent variable and with accent (2 levels: accented, de-accented) and word type (2 levels: adjective, noun) as independent variables.

Table 1: Mean pitch maxima (ERB) and standard deviations as a function of accent and word type.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Word type</th>
<th>Accented</th>
<th>De-accented</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adjective</td>
<td>5.21 (1.17)</td>
<td>4.40 (.99)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noun</td>
<td>5.32 (1.33)</td>
<td>4.66 (1.09)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Speakers produce both accented adjectives and accented nouns with a higher pitch than their de-accented counterparts: \( F(1,11) = 48.69, p < .001, \eta^2_p = .82 \) (Table 1). Although nouns exhibit slightly higher pitch maxima than adjectives, there is no significant effect of word type nor an interaction effect of accent and word type. Further, it is known that in Dutch the perception of contrastive intonation depends on both the prominence of the adjective and the noun [11]. Therefore, a pitch maxima difference measure is computed by subtracting the maximum pitch value of the de-accented word from the maximum pitch value of the accented word. The difference measure covers the values of both adjectives and nouns. Thereafter, values are computed per speaker pair used in the perception experiment (section 2.3) such that the value of pair AB is the average pitch maxima difference of speaker A and of speaker B (Table 2). In this way we obtain one value per speaker pair that resembles the clarity of their contrastive intonation. Results indicate that speaker pairs differ in the degree they use pitch to mark the difference between accented and de-accented words. Table 2 shows that pitch maxima differences are the smallest for pair EF and the largest for pair GH.

Table 2: Mean pitch maxima differences and standard deviations per speaker pair.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speaker pair</th>
<th>M (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AB</td>
<td>.76 (1.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>.80 (.62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EF</td>
<td>.45 (.50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GH</td>
<td>1.07 (.98)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJ</td>
<td>.53 (.64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL</td>
<td>.85 (1.58)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3. Stimuli

Short dialogues are constructed consisting of four NPs (Table 3). NPs are taken alternately from one male and one female speaker (two NPs each). Background noise is added to the dialogue to mask edges at turn shifts and to favour the perception of the dialogue as a whole. NPs are ordered in such a way that accents are either used congruently or incongruently throughout the dialogue. The accentuation
pattern is balanced over the dialogues. That is, in one half of the dialogues the first two NPs of a dialogue have an accented adjective whereas the last two NPs have an accented noun (AANN) and vice versa in the second half of the dialogues (NNAA). In total 72 dialogues are constructed using 6 speaker pairs. Per speaker pair 6 congruently and 6 incongruently accented dialogues are constructed.

2.4. Perception experiment

A web-based perception task presents pairwise one congruently and one incongruently accented dialogue (36 pairs in total). In order to reduce effects of other sound sources participants are instructed to do the experiment in a quiet room or to wear headphones. The entire experiment lasts about 20 minutes. Dialogue pairs occur in a different random order for each participant. Each dialogue pair is presented on an html-page designed using WWStim [20]. Each pair of dialogues is represented by two buttons which participants can click to hear them (Figure 2). Participants are told that speakers in the dialogue constructed a tangram figure together while describing the geometrical figures they used. Instructions to participants note that some speaker pairs collaborated better than others. The participants’ task is to choose the dialogue in which speakers account for each other’s utterances the best. They are instructed to pay close attention to intonation. Participants are allowed to listen to the dialogues as much as needed. Once they make their choice this is registered digitally and cannot be altered. The data is analysed as proportions where 1 corresponds with a choice for a congruently accented dialogue and 0 corresponds with a choice for an incongruently accented dialogue.

2.5. Participants

As for the data collection 12 participants acted as speaker (6 males, 6 females, $M_{\text{age}} = 27.8$ years, age range: 20-33). The perception experiment was done by 20 participants (9 males, 11 females, $M_{\text{age}} = 27.5$ years, age range: 20-35). None of the participants acted in both the data collection and the perception experiment. All participants who acted as speaker as well as the ones who completed the perception experiment are native speakers of Dutch.

2.6. Statistical analysis

To investigate participants preference for congruently or incongruently accented dialogues a chi-square test is performed on the proportion of choices. Furthermore, we test whether participants’ choices depend on the speaker pair they heard. Therefore, a repeated measurements analysis of variance with mean proportion of choices as dependent variable and speaker pair (6 levels: pairs AB to KL) as independent variable is carried out.

3. Results

Participants have a preference for indicating the congruently accented dialogue as the dialogue in which speakers account for each other’s utterances the best. That is, the congruently accented dialogues are chosen in 71.94% of the cases. This rate is statistically above chance: $\chi^2(1, N = 720) = 138.69, p < .001$. Furthermore, mean proportions of choices for the congruently accented dialogues show that participants are equally likely to choose that dialogue no matter whether the accentuation pattern was AANN or NNAA: $M_{\text{AANN}} = .72$. $M_{\text{NNAA}} = .72$. Results further indicate that the factor speaker pair has an effect on participants choices: $F(1,19) = 4.78, p < .01$, $\eta^2_p = .20$ (Table 4). Pairwise comparisons (after Bonferroni correction) show that the pairs EF and GH differ significantly: $MD\ (SE) = .19 (.05)$, 95% CI = (.02, .37), $p < .05$. Other pairs do not differ significantly from each other.

Table 4: Means and standard deviations of proportions of choices for congruently accented dialogues per speaker pair.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speaker pair</th>
<th>$M\ (SD)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AB</td>
<td>.76 (.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD</td>
<td>.72 (.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EF</td>
<td>.63 (.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GH</td>
<td>.82 (.04)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IJ</td>
<td>.78 (.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KL</td>
<td>.63 (.06)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Conclusions

The present study shows that listeners can use the congruity of contrastive intonation patterns at a dialogue level to judge the interlocutors’ adaptation process. That is, our judges appear to assess dialogue partners in a conversation as being more cooperative if the accent distributions match the given-new distinctions across speaking turns. Thus, accentuation is not
only a cue within discourse to signal its structure. Accentuation also exhibits information about the discourse process itself as a collaborative interaction between speakers.

Nevertheless, there is an effect of speaker pair in that listeners judge some pairs as adapting better than other pairs. Inspection of both Table 2 and Table 4 suggests that this side-effect is not simply a listeners' preference for certain speakers. On the contrary, speaker pairs that show large acoustic differences between accented and de-accented words are generally perceived as better adapters compared to pairs showing small acoustic differences (cf. pair EF and GH). Thus, the effect of speaker pair seems to be grounded in their acoustic characteristics of accentuation. Such a conclusion favours the view that that accentuation plays an active role in the perception of collaborative discourse.

Note that adaptation in the current study is different from a more classical interpretation of alignment. That is, from a social perspective adaptation has been explained as the interlocutors' mimicry of, for example, speech rate [21] or intensity [22]. Note that in the present approach we explicitly focus on the way prosody relates to meaning. That is, speaker A's “BLUE triangle” followed by speaker B’s “RED square” would be a perfect mimicking of the contrastive intonation pattern. Nevertheless, the current study shows that for such sequences speakers are judged as not adapting well.

Further, it is crucial to note that listeners in the perception experiment are not addressees. In the perception experiment listeners hear the dialogue passively. That is, they are "overhearers" [23] and do not actively build common ground with an interlocutor. With respect to this distinction one could think of a variant of the perception experiment in which participants are both interlocutor and judge. For example, they act in a dialogue with a partner that either responds with a congruent or incongruent intonation pattern. Participants may then be expected to judge the adaptation process in a more radical way due to their active role in dialogue [23].

The current findings confirm previous work on the use of accents in discourse. That is, accentuation provides cues for how successive utterances are related [24]. The structure that can be derived from accents thus is a useful tool for both speakers and listeners to build new information on top of what has been said before. This study extends these findings by showing that the clearer accents are used to signal discourse structure the better the interlocutors are judged to account for each other. Thus, pitch accents signal both structure and speakers' interactional behaviour in discourse.

It has to be noted that in the current setup dialogues are reduced to combinations of short utterances (NPs). In spontaneous speech there may be more complex discourse structures and other cues to partner adaptation. Although lexical cues are beyond the scope of this study, future work will focus on other potential prosodic markers of partner adaptation. One such cue could be the use of boundary tones. It is known that those tones mark whether the speaker has more to say, asks for response or has finished the utterance [24]. It can therefore be assumed that besides pitch accents boundary tones may signal how well interlocutors account for each other.
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